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Abstract
We derive the exact Foldy-Wouthuysen transformation for Dirac fermions in a time independent
external electromagnetic field in the basis of the Ritus eigenfunctions, namely the eigenfunctions
of the operator (γ ·Π)2, with Πµ = pµ− eAµ. In this basis, the transformation acquires a free form
involving the dynamical quantum numbers induced by the field.
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The study of semiclassical and nonrelativistic limits of the Dirac equation is a useful
method to understand some effects on fermions coupled to external fields. In both, gravita-
tional1,2 and electromagnetic backgrounds3,4, the Foldy-Wouthuysen (FW) transformation5
has proven to be a favorite way to obtain the nonrelativistic limit of the Dirac equation,
because it provides a block diagonal form representation of quantum operators and hence of
the Dirac Hamiltonian itself. Powerful applications of FW transformation in semiclassical
calculations can be exploited in systems of other than (3+1) dimensions6 due to its relation
with the supersymmetric character, in the quantum mechanical sense7,8, of some class of
Hamiltonians, as well as in different stationary metrics9,10.
In the free Dirac equation,
i
∂Ψ
∂t
= (α · p+ βm)Ψ, (1)
expressed in natural units, ~ = c = 1, with the matrices αi and β given in terms of the Dirac
γµ-matrices as αi = γ0γi and β = γ0, the large and small components of the Dirac spinor
Ψ, labeled by the momentum p, get mixed by the odd operator α · p involving off-diagonal
elements. The FW is a canonical transformation which, by removing such an operator from
the Dirac Hamiltonian,
Hfree = α · p+ βm, (2)
allows to decouple these large and small components of Ψ. The free FW transformation,
eiSfree(p) = cos |p|θ + γ · p|p| sin |p|θ, (3)
with θ given through
tan(2|p|θ) = |p|
m
, (4)
is exact, and renders the free Hamiltonian in the form
HFWfree = γ
0
√
p2 +m2. (5)
In the presence of an external electromagnetic field, which enters in the Dirac Hamiltonian
through the replacement pµ → Πµ = pµ − eAµ with Aµ = (φ,A), the FW transformation
can be ordinarily obtained through successive approximations as an expansion in powers of
1/m11. At O(1/m3),
S(Π) = −i
(
γ0
2m
)2 (
[O′, E ′] + iO˙′
)
, (6)
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with
O′ = γ0
2m
[O, E ]− O3
3m2
+ iγ
0O˙
2m
, (7)
E ′ = E + γ0
(
O
2m
− O4
8m3
)
− 1
8m2
[O, [O, E ]]− i 1
8m2
[O, O˙]. (8)
In the expressions above, the even (diagonal) and odd (off-diagonal) operators correspond
to E = eφ and O = γ0γ ·Π ≡ Π˜, respectively, and the dot represents the time derivative.
To this order, the FW transformation renders the Dirac Hamiltonian to its leading non-
relativistic form. For an external static inhomogeneous magnetic field the series can be
written in closed form as
HFWΠ = γ
0
√
(Π˜)2 +m2, (9)
where the transformation matrix for this case is
S(Π) = −i(γ ·Π)θ, (10)
with θ given through
tan(2|Π˜|θ) = |Π˜|
m
. (11)
Here, |Π˜| =√(γ0γ ·Π)2 plays the role of the momentum |p| in the free case.
In this article, we exploit a formalism, the so-called Ritus method12–14, to write the exact
FW transformation for a static external field in a closed form as well, but obtained more
directly.
Ritus method is an alternative approach to deal with quantum field theory in background
electromagnetic fields. It was first developed to diagonalize, in momentum space, the spin-
1/2 fermion propagator in the presence of a uniform magnetic field12–14, and was later
extended for the propagator of charged gauge bosons15,16. The generalization of the method
for Dirac particles in non-uniform magnetic fields has recently been developed17. For a
pedagogical introduction to Ritus formalism, see Ref.18. The Ritus eigenfunctions Ep are
the matrices that diagonalize the operator (γ · Π)2,
E
−1
p (γ · Π)2 Ep = p2, (12)
and correspond to the asymptotic states of charged particles in the presence of external
fields. For Dirac fermions, the matrix form of the Ep functions is inherited from their spin
realization. These, however, cannot be expressed in a closed form for a general configuration
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of external fields. Fortunately, in the case of a static inhomogeneous field directed, for
instance, along the z−axis, in the gauge Aµ = (0, 0,W (x), 0) such that B(x) = ∂xW (x) ≡
W ′(x), Ep functions can be expanded over an orthogonal set of functions provided W (x)
belongs to the class of shape invariant potentials in the supersymmetric quantum mechanical
framework7,8. Similar arguments apply if we consider a static inhomogeneous electric field
of the form E(x) = −φ′(x) with A0 = φ(x) in the above Aµ. For these field configurations
of our interest, the Ep form a complete set∫
d4z Ep′(z)Ep(z) = δˆ
(4)(p− p′)Π(n),
∫∑ d4p
(2π)4
Ep(z)Ep(z
′) = δ(4)(z − z′), (13)
where z = (x0, x1, x2, x3) = (t, x, y, z), Ep = γ
0
E
†
pγ
0, and Π(n) is a spin projector which
singles out only one spin orientation in the lowest Landau level. The symbol
∫∑
d4p indicates
that the integration might represent a sum, depending upon the continuous or discrete nature
of the components of the momentum p, and correspondingly, δˆ(4) represents a product of
Kronecker and Dirac delta functions. Ritus functions play the same role plane-waves do in
absence of external fields, namely, these serve to expand the propagator in momentum space
as
SF (z, z
′) =
∫∑
d3p d3p′ Ep(z)SF (p, p
′)Ep′(z
′) . (14)
Here, the propagator SF (p, p
′) takes the form 12–14,18
SF (p, p
′) = δˆ(4)(p− p′)Π(n)S˜F (p), (15)
where
S˜F (p) =
1
γ · p−m, (16)
and the momentum p involves the dynamical quantum numbers induced by the external
field with the property p2 = p2. This vector is usually defined through the gauge invariant
relation
(γ · Π)Ep = Ep(γ · p), (17)
although its explicit form depends on the external field under consideration. In the Ep basis,
the Dirac wave function is expressed as
Ψ = Epup, (18)
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and from the property (17), it is easy to see that up is a free spinor labeled by the momentum
p. With this decomposition of Ψ, the information of the interactions with the external field
is factorized into the Ep functions and the p dependence of up. This can be implemented to
derive a closed form for the FW transformation.
With the decomposition of the Dirac wave function (18), the stationary Schro¨dinger form
of the Dirac equation becomes
EDEpup = γ
0(γ ·Π+m)Epup (19)
which with the aid of property (17), simplifies to
EDEpup = Epγ
0(γ · p+m)up. (20)
In the above expressions ED represent the eigenenergies of the Dirac equation. Moreover,
the Hamiltonian on the r.h.s. of Eq. (20) acquires a free form involving p alone. Thus, it is
straightforward to convince oneself that the Ritus eigenfunctions map the FW transforma-
tion in external fields to a free transformation which depends on p, namely
eiS(Π)Ep = Epe
iSfree(p). (21)
So, the Ep functions not only render the fermion propagator in external fields diagonal in
momentum space, with a free form involving the quantum numbers induced by the field.
These also allow to express the exact FW transformation in the presence of the fields in a
free form.
For definitiveness, let us consider the case of electrons restricted to move in a plane under
the influence of a static magnetic field pointing perpendicularly to their plane of motion.
This can be viewed as an effective dimensional reduction of the ordinary problem neglecting
the third spatial component, along which the magnetic field is aligned and thus does not
play a relevant role that affects the following discussion.
In order to fulfill the Clifford algebra {γµ, γν} = 2gµν in (2+1) dimensions, only three γµ-
matrices are required. The lowest dimensional representation of these matrices is 2× 2, and
hence can be chosen to be proportional to the Pauli matrices. There are two inequivalent
representations of the γµ-matrices, namely
γ0 = σ3, γ
1 = iσ1, γ
2 = iσ2, (22)
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for which γµγν = gµν − iǫµνλγλ; and
γ˜0 = σ3, γ˜
1 = iσ1, γ˜
2 = −iσ2, (23)
for which γ˜µγ˜ν = gµν + iǫµνλγ˜λ. In what follows, we will adopt the first representation,
Eq. (22), but the discussion can be straightforwardly extended to the second representation,
Eq. (23). Moreover, the external static inhomogeneous field is specified in a Landau-like
gauge through the vector potential Aµ = (0, 0,W (x)), such that B(x) = W ′(x). In this case
and recalling Eq. (9), (γ ·Π)2 = Π2 − eσ3W ′(x)4.
Let us look at the problem of finding the FW transformation within our approach. To
see the usefulness of Eq. (21), we first apply the Hamiltonian in Eq. (9) to the Ritus eigen-
functions Ep,
HFWΠ Ep =
(
γ0
√
(Π˜)2 +m2
)
Ep, (24)
which has to be evaluated expanding the square-root operator in a power series of (Π˜/m)2.
This procedure leads to an expression in terms of the eigenvalues k of the operator (Π˜)2,
namely
(Π˜)2 = − (γ ·Π)2 +Π20, (25)
given through Eq. (12) with p2 = p2. Since p0 = ED are the eigenvalues of Π0 = i∂t, from the
Dirac equation p20 = k +m
2, thus
√
k correspond to the energy eigenvalues of a particle on-
shell. From Eq. (25), p2 = p20 − k, which can be fulfilled with the choice of pµ = (p0, 0,
√
k),
in accordance to our selection of gauge. Hence, Eq. (24) simplifies to
HFWΠ Ep = Ep
(
γ0
√
E2D +m
2
)
. (26)
On the other hand, notice that under the FW transformation, the Hamiltonian H =
γ0(γ ·p+m) on the r.h.s. of Eq. (20) transforms in a free form, as in Eq. (5), but involving
p2 alone. Thus the FW transformed Hamiltonian (20) can be written directly:
HFWfree Ep = Ep
(
γ0
√
E2D +m
2
)
. (27)
The r.h.s. of this last equation precisely corresponds to the r.h.s. of Eq. (26). This last
was obtained transforming the Dirac Hamiltonian of Eq. (19) with a magnetic filed in the
usual way. As comparison, with the aid of Eq. (18), the corresponding FW transformed
Hamiltonian was obtained directly from a free one, Eq. (20), given in terms of the tri-
momentum pµ which contains all the dynamics induced by the external magnetic field. It is
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then straightforward to prove the relationship between the FW transformations S(Π) and
Sfree(p) established by Eq. (21) in terms of the Ritus eigenfunctions Ep.
Summarizing, we have shown that the Ritus eigenfunctions provide a direct calculation
of the exact FW transformation of the Dirac Hamiltonian in presence of external static
electromagnetic fields. In the Ritus basis, the FW transformation can be expressed in a
closed form in terms of a free one which depends on the dynamical quantities induced by
the fields.
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